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Abstract. The hyperfine structure anomaly in Be+ ions is calculated with electronic wave func-
tions, obtained as a solution of the Dirac equation with the Coulomb potential modified by the
charge distribution of the clustered nucleus and two electrons in the 1s 2 configuration. The nuclear
wave function is obtained in the cluster model of Be isotopes. The sensitivity of the hyperfine struc-
ture anomaly to the clustering effects, in particulat, to the extended neutron distribution is studied.
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The hyperfine splitting is sensitive to the magnetic current in the nucleus, and the
study of the hyperfine structure (hfs) anomaly in neutron rich nuclei, in particular, those
with loosely bound neutrons can give a very specific and unique way to measure the
neutron distribution. We study the sensitivity of the hfs anomaly to the clusterization
effects in Be isotopes and diffuse neutron (halo) structure.

The hyperfine interaction couples the electronicJ and the nuclearI angular momenta
to a hyperfine momentumF = J + I. The magnetic hyperfine splitting energy for a
state| IJFMF = F > is determined by a constantaI defined by the matrix element of
perturbation of the Hamiltonian. For a distributed nuclear charge the quantityaI can be

expressed through the hfs constant for a point nucleusa(0)
I and corrections as

aI ≈ a(0)
I (1+ εBW +δ), (1)

with a(0)
I = −2eκ µN µ
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0 (r)dr. The functionsFκJ, GκJ are the radial parts of

the large and small components of the Dirac electronic wave function, with the quantum
numberκ = ±(J + 1

2) for J = le ∓ 1
2 and the orbital angular momentumle. These

functions are obtained with the Coulomb potential modified by the charge distribution
of the clustered nucleus and two electrons in the 1s2 configuration [1]. The functions
FκJ

0 , GκJ
0 are found for a point nuclear charge distribution.

In the cluster model of9Be= 2α +n and11Be=10Be+n, the hfs anomaly in the Bohr-
Weisskopf effect is
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TABLE 1. The hfs anomaly in11Be+ calculated for different states of the10Be core.
The last two rows present the weighted sums of the values.

State
nl j

Weight
wl

Bn
(MeV)

rn
(fm)

εns

(%)
εhs

(%)
εBW
(%)

rn
∗

(fm)
ε ∗

(%)

2s1/2 0.719 0.504 6.056 -0.0558 -0.0694 -0.0719 6.165 -0.120
1d5/2 0.281 3.872 2.634 -0.0090 -0.0103 -0.0112 3.551 -0.0233
Total,ws = 0.72 -0.0433 -0.0534 -0.0556
Total,ws = 0.5 -0.0335 -0.0410 -0.0430 -0.0717

∗ cited from Ref. [6]

denote a fragment in nucleus,g(i)
l andg(i)

s are the gyromagnetic ratios of thei-th fragment
with the angular momentumli and spinsi.

The Breit-Rosenthal-Crawford-Shawlow (BRCS) correctionδ = 1− bKa(∞) [2] is
defined by the nuclear charge distribution. The information on the neutron distribution
is contained solely inεBW .

11Be. We consider11Be as a two-body system composed by the10Be core in the
ground 0+ and excited 2+ states and a valence neutron with the separation energies
Bn (Table 1). The11Be ground state is described by a superposition of the neutron

states
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〉
with the

weights (Table 1)ws = β2 andwd = λ 2 of thes- andd-waves obtained in [3](for details
see also Ref. [4, 1]). These weights give the11Be magnetic moment value−1.784µN
that is larger than the experimental valueµI = −1.6816(8)µN [5].

Table 1 shows the hfs anomaly values obtained in different suggestions - without
screening effect (εns) of the two 1s2 electrons, that for a homogeneously spherically
charged nucleus with the rms radius 2.61 fm (εhs), and the valueε obtained with
a realistic charge distribution, defined by the nuclear charge and 2s2 electron charge
distribution. In the Table,rn is the mean distance of the valence neutron from the11Be
center of mass. The value of the BRCS correction isδ = 0.0476%.

εBW is close toδ and might vary within 50% depending on the weights of the partial
states in the ground state wave function.

The values ofεBW can be compared with those from [6] also listed in the Table 1. The
difference in the hfs anomaly values (our and [6]) mainly stems from the approximation
of the electronic wave function by power series inr Ref. [6, 7] which isnot valid for
the extended neutron distribution in the case of11Be whenrn � 6 fm, that a few times
exceeds the10Be core rms radius.

9Be. We study the sensitivity of the hfs anomaly to the clustering effects in the9Be
isotope using two nuclear wave functions WF1 [8] and WF2 [9] obtained with different
fragment-fragment potentials.

In Table 2 the9Be charge rms radius, the neutron radial distancern, the contributions

to the hfs anomaly from the neutron spin (ε (n)
BW ) and from theα -particle orbital motion



TABLE 2. Wave functions WF1 and WF2.

Model rms
(fm)

rn
(fm)

ε(n)
BW

(%)
ε(α )

BW
(%)

εBW
(%)

δ
(%)

ε
(%)

µ9Be
∗

(µN)
Q †

(mb)

10Be+n 2.519 -0.0236 -0.0451 -0.0687
WF1 2.564 3.207 -0.02281 0.00085 -0.02112 -0.04644 -0.06756 -1.053 53.39
WF2 2.707 3.621 -0.03059 0.00088 -0.02882 -0.04926 -0.07809 -1.316 65.42
WF2 ∗∗ 2.533 -0.03032 -0.04634 -0.07666

∗ the measured magnetic moment is−1.177432(3)µN [10] and−1.1778(9)µN [11];
† the measured quadrupole moment is 52.88(38) mb [12]
∗∗ is obtained with theα -particle charge radius 1.46 fm.

(ε(α )
BW ), the values ofεBW , δ, and the total hfs anomalyε = εBW +δ, those of the magnetic

dipoleµ9Be and electric wuadrupoleQ moments calculated for the two wave functions
WF1,2 (α -particle radius 1.676 fm) are compared to the (10Be+n) results.

Conclusion. The result of the calculations strongly depends on the weights of the partial
waves contributing to the ground state wave function. Together with the magnetic dipole
and electric quadrupole moments the value of the hfs anomaly can be used to study the
clustering effects in neutron rich light nuclei.

The BRCS correctionδ is only determined by the nuclear charge distribution and
slightly varies from isotope to isotope. The value of the BRCS correction is comparable
or larger than the value ofεBW . As the total hfs anomaly isε = εBW + δ, the total hfs
anomaly in11Be differs from that in9Be by 25%. The clustering effect leads to variations
of the hfs value within 15%. The calculated magnitude and differential change in the
value of the hfs anomaly is indicative of the experimental precision that must be achieved
to study the clustering effect and the neutron distribution in neutron rich light nuclei.
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